Spring Photos

In this issue's photo gallery, music and photographs unveil life in Cuba, photos of mid-'60s turmoil in the South chronicle oppression there, and students get a leg up on careers at a dining-etiquette event, an alumnus’ talk and a recruiting-and-workshops conference. If you would like to submit photos of timely activities for future issues, email pictures with a brief caption to proffice@oswego.edu.

Recycling campaign nets national honor
A student-led recycling effort and social media campaign won one of only eight honors nationally in a first-ever competition sponsored by the sustainability organization RecycleMania. Read more >

Honors Convocation celebrates students
This year's Honors Convocation will celebrate student academic achievement at 3 p.m. Friday, April 17, in the Marano Campus Center arena and convocation hall, with a keynote by 1987 graduate Stephanie Planka, treasurer and vice president of financial operations at New York University. Read more >

Vague de Cirque brings big top to campus
A circus wave — the English meaning of Vague de Cirque — will strike the shore of Lake Ontario next week when eight acrobats from Quebec give four performances in a yellow big-top tent set up north of the Marano Campus Center. Read more >

Quest to showcase student, faculty scholarship and creativity
Quest 2015 will celebrate student and faculty scholarship and creativity on Wednesday, April 15, with scores of research presentations and exhibitions from across campus. Read more >

People in Action

In this issue, read about a dissertation award, an ethics award, a teaching award, a small science grant, two All-Americans, student conference presentations on literacy, and faculty presentations in physics, economics and shared governance. Read more >

Calendar Highlights

Wednesday, April 8
• Talk: “NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory - SUNY Oswego Connection”
• Movie: “Der Blaue Engel”
• Concert by jazz trumpeter Dave Douglas
Spring play to explore time, human frailty
The theater department will explore the fluid intersections of past and present for two weekends starting April 24 in its spring play, Tom Stoppard's tragicomedy "Arcadia," featuring a 19th century teenage genius and determined present-day sleuths. Read more >

Spotlight
Meet Peterly Jean Baptiste, a freshman achiever who met with SUNY's chancellor, interns in the Sustainability Office and co-leads the Go Green Team — in this issue's Spotlight.

Announcements
- Jazz trumpeter offers distinctive improvised music
- Rice Creek group marks 20 years of supporting research
- Speaker to address heroin, opiate addictions
- Clarinetist, accompanists to play range of classical music
- Police Report
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